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Abstract

The number of crimes that arise due to data does not have good security makes many users choose one or more cryptographic
algorithms to secure data. The application of cryptographic algorithms is widely used such as to secure text data, secure
messages on short message service (SMS), secure messages on chat applications, secure records on the database. Many
modifications were made to obtain safer algorithms and in this study Playfair cipher which is a classical cryptographic
algorithm modified by changing the key consisting of 25 characters to 255 characters and the key used to encode resulting
from randomization using a linear congruent method. The result obtained is that the encoded text is hard to know and the key
used is random, making it difficult to solve by cryptanalyst.
Key-word: Playfair Cipher, Cryptography, Text Message, Linear Congruent.

1.

Introduction

Data security is very important in everyday life where the amount of data is very important and do not want to be known by
others. Different types of cryptographic algorithms have been applied to secure data, but many of the cryptoanalysts have also
successfully solved cryptographic algorithms. The type of cryptographic algorithm consists of classical cryptographic
algorithms and modern cryptographic algorithms. The Classical cryptographic algorithm is rarely used because the algorithm is
too easy and easy to solve. The modification of classical cryptographic algorithms is the best way to increase the level of
security and make the cryptologist confused whether the cryptographic algorithm used is classic or modern. In previous
research has also been done to modify the classic cryptographic algorithm of Playfair cipher where modification is done using
Rectangular Matrix where lowercase and uppercase letters along with numbers or other characters can be used. Keywords can
be single or multiple words or phrases where the number of non-duplicate characters can be a maximum of 90 characters. The
modification of the Playfair cipher has also been done using a 7x4 matrix and using the symbol character. The modification of
the algorithm can be applied to any language by simply taking a matrix of the right size, which can accommodate all the letters
in that language.
2.

Existing Playfair Cipher

The original Playfair Cipher uses 25 capital letters with the provision of a letter I = J or Q is omitted. Keywords for
encoding are selected, and a 5 x 5 matrix is built by placing keywords without duplicate letters from left to right and from top
to bottom. Other letters of the alphabet are then placed in the matrix. For example, if the key used choose BUDIDARMA as
secret keyword matrix given in table 1.
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Table 1: Traditional Playfair 5 x 5 matrix
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The message to be secured is broken down by diagram or group of 2 letters. In case of duplicate letters in a diagram, one of
the letters is used as padding and placed between letters. If the same number of odd character padding is applied at the end.
Substitution occurs depending on the following three rules.
1. In case the diagram letters are on the same line, the letters to the right of each letter are taken. The wrapper occurs
when one of the letters is in the last column.
2. If the letters in the same column the letters to the lower letters of each letter are taken. Again wrapping occurs in case
any letter is in the last line
3. If the letters are not on the same row or column, a rectangle is created with letters and letters in the opposite corner
taken.
In case of decryption, the reverse is done with ciphertext and we return plain text. For example, the plaintext used is
KILLER and the keyword is BUDIDARMA then ciphertext is generated as follows:
1. Plaintext is converted to uppercase and then split into diagrams using X as a padding character. Diagram will be KI LX
LH ER.
2. For the first diagram K and I are not on the same line thus using rule 3 will get LD.
3. The next diagram is LX which as before is not in the same row or column, using rule 3 we get YK.
4. Then LH lies on the same line so as to generate NK.
5. And the last diagram ER is in the same line and so we get FM. Thus the resulting ciphertext is LDYKNKFM.
3.

Modified Playfair Cipher

Modifications are made to the Playfair cipher by using the 17x15 matrix where the columns and rows used are filled with
characters having ASCII codes from 1 to 255. The key becomes changed as in table 2.
Table 2. Modified Playfair Cipher 17x15 Matrix from 1 to 255
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Table 3. Modified Playfair Cipher 17x15 Matrix Ascii Character

The use of a key table is to insert a keyword in the key table in Table II. Modifications are only made to the lock table, the
use of rules of the Playfair cipher remains in use.
4.

Random Key Linear Congruent Method

The use of a linear congruent method for generating random keys to encode plaintext on Playfair cipher.Linear Congruent
Method (LCM) is one of the most common random number generator methods used to generate random numbers. The
advantage of this method is the speed and ease of implementing it. One of the properties of this method is the repetition and
combination of variables a, c and determines the result of randomization and it becomes the deficiency of this method. The
following equation is the linear congruent method formula.
(1)
Where :
Xi + 1
Xi
A
C
M

= New random number.
= Old random numbers or previous random numbers.
= The number of constants of the multiplication.
= Rate increase.
= Module number.

The linear congruent method for generating random keys is to determine the values of variables a, c and m and in this case,
the values a = 13, c = 7, m = 255 and the value of Xi (X0) are taken from the number of characters contained in the plaintext.
Since the overall value of the key table is from 1 to 255 while the result of modulus 255 will likely get a value of 0 and will not
get the value 255, so the result of randomization if there is a number 0 it will be added with number 1. It is done to avoid
getting number 0.
For example :
Plaintext = KILLHER
Number of characters (X0) = 7
The number of Key Characters is assumed to be 8 and can be replaced as needed, then the key randomization process
becomes:
X1 = a.X0 + c mod m = (13 *7)+7 mod 255= 98( b )
X2 = a.X1 + c mod m = (13 *98)+7 mod 255 = 6 ( ACK )
X3 = a.X2 + c mod m = (13 *6)+7 mod 255 = 85 ( U )
X4 = a.X3 + c mod m = (13 *85)+7 mod 255 = 92 ( \ )
X5 = a.X4 + c mod m = (13 *92)+7 mod 255 = 183 ( · )
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X6 = a.X5 + c mod m = (13 *183)+7 mod 255 = 91 ( [ )
X7 = a.X6 + c mod m = (13 *91)+7 mod 255 = 166 ( ¦ )
X8 = a.X7 + c mod m = (13 *166)+7 mod 255 = 109 ( m )
So the key table becomes:
Table 4. Key Table In ASCII Number Form

Table 5. Key Table In ASCII Character Form

Based on the key table and the plaintext used is KILL HER. And the keyword is: bACKU\·[¦m So the ciphertext is generated
as follows:
1. Plaintext is converted to uppercase and then split into diagrams using X as the padding character. Diagram will be KI
LX LH ER.
2. For the first diagram K and I lie on the same row to produce LJ.
3. The next diagram is the LX is not in the same row or column, using rule 3 we get _F.
4. Then LH lies on the same line so as to produce MI.
5. And the last diagram ER by using rule 3 so get WA. Thus the resulting ciphertext is LJLX_FMIWA.
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we can generate a way to secure the text with a random key with more characters than the original Playfair
cipher algorithm. The use of 255 characters makes the resulting ciphertext variations. The result obtained is that the encoded
text is hard to know and the key used is random, making it difficult to solve by cryptanalyst.
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